3rd Annual Back to School Chess Camp
ONLINE
July 20-23, 2020 / Open to all up to 1800 USCF
10:00 AM-2:00 PM (Monday-Thursday on Zoom)

How ONLINE Camp Works: Students still get blocks of lessons at set times with different
instructors covering a wide range of subjects and suitable for their groups. Students can raise
their hands and ask questions and they can also save all the information on their desktops or
cloud. They can also leave and join back when needed and participate in discussions.
This camp will implement the same structure as our wildly successful Western Alliance Camp
held in June. While the structure of the camp will stay the same, the instructors and subject
matter will vary to provide greater learning diversity for our campers. Each day will consist of
two lessons covering different subjects and game analysis, along with fun activities and a
tournament. The tournament portion will have a different time control each day to make it
even more fun and exciting.
Groups:
We will aim for 4 groups as usual: No age restriction.
Group 1: Beginner (WILDCATS) (Approx 100-500 USCF) Those who know moves but not much more.
Group 2: Intermediate (COYOTES) (Approx 500-900 USCF). More advanced and experienced.
Group 3: Advanced Intermediate (HAWKS) (Approx 900-1200 USCF). Tournament players.
Group 4: Special (BEARS). (Approx 1200-1800 USCF). Very strong and highly motivated.
Schedule:
4 days: July 20-23 (Monday-Thursday).
4 Blocks per day:
Block 1. 10:00-10:45 AM (Lesson / Lecture)
Block 2. 11:00- 11:45 AM (Lesson / Lecture)
Block 3. FunTime 11:45-12:30 PM (Daily Fun Online Activities)
Block 4. Game Time 12:30- 2:00 PM

Instructors:
Professional Instructors and Tournament players. We will pick the final Instructor group closer to
the camp and that way we can incorporate special guest speakers too.
Interface/ Software:
Zoom / Chess.com will be our main platforms. ICC and Skype will be used as backups.
Preparation / Orientation:
Once a student is added to the roster, Mrs. Coy will be in contact and help set up and check
connections to make sure all works. Monday at 9:00 AM will be the general Orientation for
all.Those who have already participated in the 16th Annual Western Alliance Camp in June may
skip it if needed.
Payments:
Price will also mirror the other camp and be set at only $200 per student with discounts for
additional family members. Payments will be mostly done via online platforms of Zelle and Venmo
(both are our preferred methods) but Paypal and likely Events4chess.com (or a Credit card) as
well as a personal check will be acceptable too.
Questions:
For all questions relating to the camp, please contact IM Levon Altounian at 520-891-3632 /
LALTOUNIAN@MSN.COM and for logistics such as setting up the computer or joining the
tournament: Molly Coy at 520-349-7580.
Angeleno Chess Club / Levon Altounian / Organizer

